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Asa lecturer, | have the opportunity to develop
exceptional CAs(SA) with-skills and ethical standard
to position themselves in society and facilitate
the ongoing progression, development and
transformation, not.only of the profession but also
of the wider South African community
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Since | can remember | knew that | wanted
to make the time | was granted on this earth
worthwhile and make an impact that leaves
a legacy that | am proud of. It has always
been clear to me that this is not something
that | will be able to do individually and
that bringing positive lasting change to this
dynamic country would need a shift in the
way the younger South African generation
think and conduct themselves. | have always
known that | need to pursue a career where
| will have the opportunity to inﬂuence young
people, as they are the vehicles of change for
the future. | identiﬁed that studying towards
becoming a CA(SA) will not only provide
me with the highest standard of technical
knowledge but it could also provide me with
the opportunity to engage with numerous
young individuals on a daily basis, which
will provide me with a platform to make an
impact.

The question | get asked is most frequently
is: 'Why be an academic if you can have
the world at your feet in practice, being a
qualiﬁed CA(SA)?' My answer is always
quite simple - having chosen to become an
educationalist that inﬂuences and develops
the young minds of South African students
to become globally recognised, ethically
focused leaders, in the business and overall
community environment, is an honour and
a choice | will make over and over again.
Being a lecturer provides me with the
opportunity to develop not just ordinary
CAs(SA) that ﬁt the norm but students
that have the skills and ethical standard to
position themselves in society to facilitate
the ongoing progression, development and
transformation not only of the profession but
also of the wider South African community .
Having the prospect to positively inﬂuence
and shape the minds of my students, who
are the leaders of the future, is something |
enjoy every single time | step into a lecture
hall. Although this is a huge responsibility, it
gives me the greatest sense of pride and joy.
The latter keeps me inspired and brings me
fulﬁlment on a daily basis.
On a more personal note, the road building
up to where I ﬁnd myself today was
obviously not an easy one. As everybody that
qualiﬁed as a CA(SA) would know, getting
through your fourth year at university is
probably the most difﬁcult and challenging
experience you will ever have to endure.
During this year, and some years thereafter,
| was faced with various personal issues and
tragedies. My faith and suppor t from my
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friends and family are what truly assisted me
in staying motivated and not giving up. The
most important lesson | learned during this
period was to not be negatively inﬂuenced
by the things and situations that | cannot
change but to rather focus on the things |
can change and change them for the better.
Being an academic also provided me with
the opportunity for personal growth and to
obtain a number of academic qualiﬁcations,

which includes a PhD at the age of 27 |
am forever grateful for this and | am still
aspiring to go higher to ensure that | reach
my full potential. My next step personally
is to obtain an NRF rating for research in
Accounting Education as to better equip
myself with the skills to develop the
CAs(SA) of the future, which is currently

a very exciting prospect. The latter also
supports my view on life-long learning,
which in my opinion is becoming more and
more important if you would want to be a
successful and relevant CA(SA) in future due
to the several changes in the Accountancy
domain.
To conclude: the late Mr Nelson Mandela
stressed the importance of education in
general by stating that '[elducation is the
most powerful weapon which you can use to
change the world'. Taking into account these
wise and encouraging words, | believe that
becoming an academic provides you with
the weapon needed - through exceptional
lecturing and innovative research that not
just focuses on technical content - to assist
students to be able to change the world
when entering professional practice and the
wider community after graduation.
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